Interview
with Dr. Riccardo Cotarella

When Dr. Riccardo Cotarella visited his Friend,
Ferdinand von Thun, on Château de Frausseilles for the grape harvest
of 2014 he miraculously managed to divert a little of his time to chat
about how he really feels about Comte de Thun.

The friendship between you and Ferdinand von Thun appears to be the
foundation upon which Comte de Thun is built. When and where did
you meet the count for the first time?
I met Ferdinand in October 2000 right here on Château de Frausseilles. He had invited me
in order to meet and get to know me. Danilo Munisso – a mutual friend and renowned Italian
restaurateur in Munich – knew that Ferdinand was looking for a wine specialist for his
vineyard and introduced us. What he didn’t know is that we would immediately get on like
a house on fire. (laughs)

And what did you feel when Ferdinand von Thun first talked to you
about his castle and the vineyard surrounding it?
I remember Ferdinand not hiding his pride of owning Château de Frausseilles. He expressed his
joy with every word and gesture. Also, as soon as we started talking he expressed his great love
of wine to me. See, it’s that genuine passion that got me! Sparks definitely flew back then. And
I started feeling very excited about being there and having met him.

And what did you feel when you first walked around
the castle grounds?
I will never forget my first sunset stroll in the vineyards. I walked with Ferdinand who showed
me his vines and asked my opinion. The light was magical, the air was fresh and clean – I felt
that this was a truly special place. As soon as I dug my hands into the ground I knew: this soil
was exceptional! I told Ferdinand so, and he was overjoyed. We just kept walking and talking
until it was dark – then we let the lights of the castle guide us back. Susanne’s absolutely excellent cooking rounded the evening off.

The Gaillac region is not very well known on an international level.
What did you know about it back then?
As an oenologist, I knew quite a bit about the wines being produced there. For instance, Gaillac
has always been famous for its white wines – especially sweet white and sparkling wines.
Ferdinand and I being lovers of red wines though, we were absolutely convinced that this
region would hold even greater potential for red wines. In fact, when I saw the vineyards, the
climate and the soil I started to wonder why I hadn’t ever heard about red wine from Gaillac
before! It wasn’t until our later research of the ancient history of the region though that
we realized: Gaillac could very well be the cradle of world-class red wines – as it had been
centuries before – only that nobody seems to know or remember!

Let’s focus on the Cordais Plateau, the sub-region of the Gaillac
that is home to Comte de Thun. What do you find so exceptional
about this plateau?
The terroir of the Cordais Plateau is simply incredible. For starters, there’s the poor, pebbly
lime soil that contains only moderate amounts of clay. It’s perfect for some of my favorite
grape varieties – first and foremost Cabernet Franc. But really it’s the climate that makes this
terroir so unique in the world: The high location of the vineyards makes for relatively cool
temperatures – and gives our wines a wonderful acidity and elegance. Also, there are sudden
changes in temperature: Hot days are followed by cool nights. This allows our grapes to have
an optimum maturation and keeps the varietal aromas intact – especially those of Merlot and
Pinot Noir. Last but not least there is a very long growing season: We harvest our grapes some
two weeks later than the rest of Gaillac! I truly believe in the quality of the soil of the Cordais
Plateau. I want to express its essence through our wines and tell the whole world about the
potential of this region – even if it costs us our AOP (Appelation d‘Origine Protegée) status.

You’ve mentioned Cabernet Franc. In your opinion, which other vine
varieties best express the terroir of the Cordais Plateau?
I am convinced that the grapes that will give us the best results here at Comte de Thun will
be Cabernet Franc, Syrah and Pinot Noir. They are varieties that simply love low fertility soils
and dramatic temperature variations between day and night. As I am sure you know, I have a
penchant for Merlot, too. This grape variety thrives on deeper, nutrient-richer soils containing
more clay that can also be found at Comte de Thun. Now, one may wonder why Ferdinand
and I banned all local grape varieties from Comte de Thun. Aren’t there any acceptable wines
made from Duras or Fer Servadou, some of the main autochthon grape varieties in the Gaillac
region? Acceptable wines, yes. But great wines with a good aging capacity, no. Ferdinand and
I are convinced that this terroir is unique and that it’s made for great, well aging wines. It’s
for that reason that we have chosen Cabernet Franc, Syrah, Pinot Noir and Merlot – varieties
that articulate the terroir of the Gaillac region in a truly incredible way: independet an
strong in character

Let’s talk a little about your work method. What philosophy
is behind the way you work?
Really it’s quite simple. It’s all about respecting the terroir and enhancing it through grape
varieties which best express its features. Naturally, the management of the vineyard must
be strict and precise – after all, it’s here that the quality of future wines is created. I feel very
strongly about yield delimination, for instance. It’s a key factor in harvesting rich and healthy
grapes! That’s why we limit the production per plant to 500-600g of grapes. After that, in the
cellar, it’s plain sailing: Simply follow the fermentation and aging process with care – and use
the best wooden barriques available.

And how is your work collaboration with Ferdinand von Thun?
Today, my collaboration with Ferdinand is based on a strong, affectionate friendship and
mutual respect. We experience everything around Comte de Thun together: We taste our wines
together, and we co-develop our strategies and new projects. Ferdinand is very demanding. He
wants his vineyards to produce the highest quality grapes in southwestern France! His high
standards give me an incredible boost in motivation. Also, I would like to help Ferdinand in
getting the ultimate satisfaction a winemaker can have, namely by producing wines that reflect
his personality: elegance and character. See, Ferdinand doesn’t have a strong background in the
production of wine – but he knows exactly how his wines should taste! I am determined to
help him give our wines his personal handwriting. I will do so from a production point of view
– and as a friend.

… which takes us back to your wonderful friendship. What do you
value most about Ferdinand von Thun?
The passion he puts into everything he does. Also, I believe that Ferdinand’s approach to
our project is very noble: He wants to produce wines that express as purely as possible
their magnificent terroir, their grape variety – and the people involved! That is a truly
aristocratic proposition.

You are known for having created true wine icons in the past. What
work are you proudest of – and what dreams do you still have?
True, I’ve had great success and received many awards. What gives me the greatest joy though
is having been able to show the world that great wines can be produced in unknown regions even in southern Italy! (laughs) Today, my dream is to make one of the most important wines
in France. Yes, you heard it right. By doing so, I would partially repay the commitment and
enthusiasm of my great friend Ferdinand. With him I want to create a wine from Gaillac that
reflects its terroir to the best of its ability and helps the region to shine in new splendor – even
if it doesn’t comply with local wine bureaucracy. I know from experience that today it’s not
always the AOP or DOC(G) wines that are a region’s best. Because the best wines are the most
independent ones – strong in character and charismatic! Either you like the best wines available, or you succumb to simply “drinking labels”.

And where do you see Comte de Thun in 20 years from now?
I see Philipp, Ferdinand’s son, happily strolling through the vineyards of Château de
Frausseilles, proud of further developing his father’s ideas and putting his own stamp
on “Comte de Thun”.

Thank you Dr. Cotarella

